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THE FLATSHARE
Beth O’Leary
Paperback
RRP $32.99
Tiffy and Leon
Australian
Independent
share a flat
Bookseller

Tiffy and Leon
share a bed
Tiffy and Leon have
never met...
With obsessive ex-boyfriends, wronglyimprisoned brothers and the fact that they
haven’t met yet, Tiffy and Leon about to
discover that if you want the perfect home
you need to throw the rulebook out the
window...

ROOM FOR A
STRANGER

THE VAN APFEL
GIRLS ARE GONE

Melanie Cheng
Paperback
RRP $29.99

Felicity McLean
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Room for a Stranger
is a moving portrait
of an improbable
friendship and
multicultural Australia, from the winner
of the 2018 Victorian Premier’s Literary
Award for Fiction. ‘A beautifully written
novel about how the stories we tell
ourselves can get us stuck and how
opening our lives to others might jolt us
free again.’ – Emily Maguire.

THE SCHOLAR

THE DOLL FACTORY

Dervla McTiernan
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Elizabeth
Macneal
Paperback
RRP $29.99

Even more gripping
than her bestselling
debut, The Ruin,
The Scholar cements
Dervla McTiernan’s
place among the top tier of must-read
crime writers. Intricate and satisfying
plotting combine with vividly real
characters. A brilliant young scholar is the
victim of a hit and run – but
what secrets was she hiding?

Mary-Rose
MacColl
Paperback
RRP $29.99
In 1920, seventeenyear-old Maddie
Bright gratefully
accepts a job as a serving girl on the
royal tour of Australia by Edward, Prince
of Wales. Maddie’s talents soon earn her
the respect of Helen Burns, the prince’s
vivacious press secretary, and Rupert
Waters, his most loyal man.

THE PLACE ON
DALHOUSIE
Melina Marchetta
Paperback
RRP $32.99

The Great Exhibition
is being erected
in Hyde Park and
among the crowd
watching the spectacle two people meet.
For Iris, it is the encounter of a moment
- forgotten seconds later, but for Silas,
a collector entranced by the strange
and beautiful, that meeting marks a new
beginning. An intoxicating story of art,
obsession and possession.

THE TRUE STORY OF
MADDIE BRIGHT

Part mystery, part
coming of age story,
The Van Apfel Girls
are Gone is set in
a distant suburb on the encroaching
bushland, over the long hot summer
of 1992. It’s the summer Tikka never
forgot. The summer the Van Apfel sisters
disappeared. Blackly comic, sharply
observed and wonderfully
endearing.

THE RIP

Four lives. One house.
And not enough
room for everyone’s
baggage. The Place
on Dalhousie is an unforgettable story
about losing love and finding love; about
the interconnectedness of lives and the
true nature of belonging, from one of our
most acclaimed writers.

BADASS MUMS
Sarah Firth
Hardback RRP $19.99
For centuries women have had
to tackle the myths surrounding
motherhood. From the Madonna figure
sacrificing everything for the child to
the dutiful housewife juggling chores,
mothers have always been expected
to put themselves last. But it’s time to
bust open the myths and shine a light
on the badass women who are defying
gender stereotypes and creating their
own version of motherhood.

THE JONES FAMILY
FOOD ROSTER

Mark Brandi
Paperback
RRP $29.99
An urban crime
novel that slowly and
masterfully hooks you
in... then shocks with
the horrific crime and
the dread that the characters you care
about aren’t going to make it out alive.
The new novel from the critically
acclaimed, bestselling author of
Wimmera.

Alison Jones
Paperback
RRP $29.99
An uplifting memoir
about a mother’s
journey with cancer,
the solace of
community and the power of food to
bring people together. Warm, honest and
engaging, The Jones Family Food Roster
will touch your heart and inspire you to
reach out to your community.

GRACE MOTHERS
Georgie Abay, Julie Adams
& Claire Brayford
Hardback RRP $65.00
60 eminent women, from around
the world, have written heartfelt
letters to their children. A perfect
gift for Mother’s Day, this beautiful
coffee table book is both an intimate
insight into the joys and tribulations
of motherhood and a celebration of
mothers and their children everywhere.

All the best books from your local independent bookstore
Australian author

Titles marked with this symbol are available in Bolinda audio format

GREAT NEW FICTION
SIXTY SUMMERS

THE SPARKLE PAGES

Amanda Hampson
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Meg Bignell
Paperback
RRP $32.99

When Maggie, Fran and Rose
met in their youth, they had
dreams and ambitions. Forty
years later, they are turning
sixty, each of them restless
and disenchanted with their
lives. In an attempt to recapture a sense of freedom
and purpose they set off on a journey through
Europe retracing the steps of a backpacking trip
forty years earlier.

The Sparkle Pages is a
wonderfully original and
heartfelt comic novel about
one woman’s mission to
reignite the passion in her
marriage - and rediscover
herself.
WARNING: Contains strong language,
sex scenes and fantasies about husbands
unpacking the dishwasher.

THE WONDER OF LOST
CAUSES
Nick Trout
Paperback
RRP $29.99
Whistler, a neglected dog,
forms an immediate bond with
a fragile young boy, Jasper.
The two seem to communicate
without words. But that’s
only the beginning, Whistler has a mission and a
message: to make Jasper and his single mum Kate
find the most in every moment, to fully embrace what
lies before them - no matter how heartbreaking.

ISLANDS

THE LAND GIRLS

AFTER THE PARTY

Peggy Frew
Paperback
RRP $29.99

Victoria Purman
Paperback
RRP $29.99

Cassie Hamer
Paperback
RRP $29.99

A stunning literary novel in
the tradition of Helen Garner,
Charlotte Wood and Georgia
Blain, Islands is a riveting and
brilliant portrait of a family in
crisis by the breathtakingly
talented author of House of Sticks and Hope Farm.

1942. War has engulfed
the Pacific, and Australia is
fighting for its future. Three
very different women join
the Women’s Land Army
to support their loved ones,
fighting faraway. But as war clouds darken the
horizon, they realise how fragile is their hold on their
world and their new-found freedoms…

An unexpected gift left at
her daughter’s fifth birthday
party in the form of a little
girl pitches Sydney mum Lisa
Wheeldon into events both
hilarious and life-changing.
Liane Moriarty meets Marian Keyes with a touch of
Christos Tsiolkas’s The Slap in this hilarious, touching
and clever novel that asks what wouldn’t you do to
save a child?

TRUE LIFE STORIES
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE:
A MEMOIR OF FILMMAKING
AND MOTHERHOOD
Jocelyn Moorhouse
Paperback
RRP $32.99
Jocelyn Moorhouse has a
successful career as a gifted
scriptwriter and film director,
as well as a maintaining
a marriage and a family of four children. In
Unconditional Love, she talks from the heart about
her love for what she does best—filmmaking and
motherhood.

THIRTY THOUSAND
BOTTLES OF WINE AND A
PIG CALLED HELGA
Todd Alexander
Paperback
RRP $32.99
Once I was the poster boy
for corporate success, but
now I’m crashing through the
bush in a storm in search of a
missing pig. How the hell did we end up here?
Sharply observed, funny and poignant, this is a
tree-change with a twist about two unprepared
city slickers who turn their hands to the land and
discover much more than they bargained for.

BEYOND THE OUTBACK

A SPANNER IN THE WORKS

Bronwyn Blake
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Loretta Smith
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Set in a world of vast
landscapes, distance and
merciless climate, Beyond
the Outback contains riveting
tales of the lives of the women
who live, work and raise
families in one of Australia’s most isolated regions.
It will be loved by readers of Sara Henderson, Toni
Tapp Coutts and Terry Underwood.

In the 1920’s, Alice Anderson
was considered a national
treasure. A woman of ‘rare
achievement’, she made history
when she established the
country’s first motor service
run entirely by women. A Spanner in the Works is the
real-life story of this daring Australian woman who did
something extraordinary – before meeting an early,
mysterious end.

THE FULL CATASTROPHE

BOLD MOVES

Rebecca Huntley &
Sarah Macdonald
Paperback
RRP $32.99

Pippa Hallas
Paperback
RRP $29.95

We’ve all had days when if
we didn’t laugh, we’d cry.
Whether it’s a domestic
drama, career cockup or just
a run-of-the-mill disaster,
we’ve all been there. In this funny and heartwarming
collection of stories, well-known Australians from
all walks of life share their moments when we think
nothing could get worse...

In Bold Moves, Pippa Hallas,
shares the inspiring story of
her great aunt, Ella Baché,
who fled war-torn Europe to
start one of the world’s best
loved skin care companies.
Through conversations with other remarkable
Australian women including Lorna Jane Clarkson,
Tracy Spicer and many more, Pippa shares the
moments when these women stood up, spoke out
and fearlessly redefined their futures.

MORE GREAT GIFTS
DIARY OF A CRAP
HOUSEWIFE
Jessica Rowe
Paperback
RRP $29.99
In this fabulously funny, downto-earth book, Jessica Rowe
writes honestly about her talent
(or lack thereof) for cooking,
about what’s really important
when it comes to mothering and family, and about her
many and varied views, musings and commonsense
advice on other crap housewife matters.

JUST ADD LOVE: HOLOCAUST
SURVIVORS SHARE THEIR
STORIES AND RECIPES
Irris Makler
Hardback
RRP $49.99
Just Add Love is a work of
history and photography, a
cookbook and a testament to
the last generation of Holocaust survivors in Australia.
This unique and moving combination of stories and
recipes will touch your heart and inspire you to cook
for the people you love.

MR GUILFOYLE’S
HONEYMOON
Diana Hill, Edmée
Cudmore
Paperback
RRP $45.00
A celebration of William
Guilfoyle—botanist, landscape
designer, tourist and writer.
Explore the grand gardens and forests of Europe
and Britain with the esteemed landscape designer,
as he did with his wife on their honeymoon. His visits
inspired a series of illustrated articles, which were
published to great acclaim on his return to Australia.

NEW YORK IN BLOOM

THREE BIRDS RENOVATIONS

Georgianna Lane
Hardback
RRP $29.99

Erin Cayless,
Bonnie Hindmarsh
& Lana Taylor
Paperback
RRP $39.99

Discover the floral heart
of New York City in this
companion to Paris in
Bloom. With sumptuous
photography New York
in Bloom leads you on a
beautiful floral tour revealing a softer side of the city.
New York in Bloom is a gorgeous gift for anyone who
loves New York City, flowers, and photography.

Australia’s most fabulous
renovators reveal their
secrets! The Three Birds
are best friends and busy mums who ditched their
corporate careers to renovate houses, now with
massive instagram and youtube followings for their
design and reno techniques.

RESTORE REFRESH RELAX

RAISING READERS

DK Australia
Hardback
RRP $39.99

Megan Daley
Paperback
RRP $27.95

Embrace holistic health
and optimise your wellbeing
with natural remedies
for the mind, body and
home. Featuring more
than a hundred natural projects, follow step-by-step
instructions in six key areas, Restore Refresh Relax
will guide the reader on their journey to a healthier,
calmer and more relaxing life.

Award-winning teacher
librarian Megan Daley unpacks
her fifteen years of experience
into this personable and
accessible guide, enhanced
with up-to-date research
and first-hand accounts from well-known Australian
children’s authors. Raising Readers is a must-have
guide for parents and educators to help the children
in their lives fall in love with books.

GREEK TO ME: ADVENTURES
OF THE COMMA QUEEN

BLOOMS: CONTEMPORARY
FLORAL DESIGN

Mary Norris
Hardback
RRP $27.99

Phaidon Editors
Hardback
RRP $69.95

Filled with Norris’s memorable
encounters with Greek words,
Greek gods, Greek wine—and
more than a few Greek men,
Greek to Me is the Comma
Queen’s fresh take on Greece and the exotic yet
strangely familiar language that so deeply influences
our own.

Blooms celebrates the
explosive impact that floral
designers from the last
decade have had on a
previously underappreciated
art form. Showcasing the work of more than 70
designers across the globe, Blooms offers insight into
the profound effect that floristry has on today’s visual
culture and on the world of design itself.

Read with Mum
THERE’S ONLY ONE
MUM LIKE YOU
Jess Racklyeft
Hardback
RRP $19.99
Brave mums, playful
mums, cuddly
mums, quiet mums–
every mum is special in her own way.
Charming, heartfelt and delightful, There’s
Only One Mum Like You is a tribute to the
unique magic of mums. Age: 3+

MUMMY CUDDLE

MUM FOR SALE

Kate Mayes &
Sara Acton (Illus)
Hardback
RRP $19.99

Zanni Louise &
Philip Bunting (Illus)
Hardback
RRP $17.99

Mummy play?’
It’s getting late, but one
little rabbit is wide awake ...
The bestselling creators of Daddy Cuddle return with
a charming tale of a playful bunny who would rather
snuggle than go to bed.
A book to be loved and treasured by children, mothers
and families everywhere. Age: 0+

Age guides are approximate. Ask for more personalised advice in-store.

Errol’s mum won’t get off
the phone. So there’s only
one thing for Errol to do...
Find out what happens
when cheeky Errol puts his mum up for sale! Age: 3+
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The compelling new novel from
the author of the bestselling
Chocolat.

2019 stell a prize winner
Vicki Laveau-Harvie
THE ERRATICS

Paperback RRP $ 32.99

Celebrating great books by Australian women

Vianne Rocher has settled down.
Lansquenet-sous-Tannes, the place that
once rejected her, has ﬁnally become her
home. But when old Narcisse, the ﬂorist,
dies, the life of the sleepy village is once
more thrown into disarray.

For judges’ reports, author interviews,
extracts and more, visit thestellaprize.com.au

GET IN MUM’S GOOD BOOKS
THE BESTSELLING FINAL ROSIE NOVEL

6 million
Rosie
novels sold
globally
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therosieresult.com.au

All the best books from your local independent bookstore
Australian
Independent
Bookseller

Visit your local bookstore for a great range of books, personalised service and expert advice.
Prices listed in this flyer as RRP refer to the publisher’s recommended retail prices. These may be subject to change without notice by publishers. Some titles may be out of stock but in most cases can easily be ordered in at your request.

